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What do you think about the potential
development of an arena or indoor field
facilities at the Aqua-Fit Centre site?

If a new
arena was
developed
at the AquaFit Centre
site, would
you use it?

If a new
Where do you
indoor field live?
facility was
developed at
the Aqua-Fit
Centre site,
would you
use it?
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Yes - sounds like a great idea.

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

6/3/2015 18:41
6/3/2015 18:57

Unsure
Anything that allows our kids to stay active is a Unsure
great idea! I'd love to see something that kids
of all ages could use... even babies. Indoor
jungle gym etc.

No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
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6/3/2015 19:22

Yes
I'm for it
Unsure
Great, just think there would need to be more Yes
parking!
Unsure
Indoor fields as we already have arenas.
No
not thrilled. would prefer an outdoor pool.
Unsure

Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure
Unsure
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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6/3/2015 20:16
6/3/2015 20:17
6/3/2015 20:18

excited for it.
I think this is much needed
Great idea
That would be great !
I believe it would be a good use of the land.
Although I am not a skater or at hockey, I often
hear about the lack of ice time for kids' teams.
This could help with that

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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Yes
Great idea... About time!
Yes
I think that's awesome and would keep a lot of Yes
people in town and not going to the city

Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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An indoor field facility would give more
No
alternatives for residents with/without kids for
activities which are not as costly or time
consuming as hockey.
I think it's a desperately needed facility.
Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont
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Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
No
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Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

No idea if an arena is needed but indoor fields Yes
would be great!
Probably a good idea.
Unsure
I believe that with theo growth of the town
Yes
and the number of youth another recreation
facility such as an arena or indoor field would
only serve the town and it's residents well.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
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This town needs this so badly. The shortage of Yes
ice and the shortage of things for our youth to
do in this community needs attention.

Unsure

Beaumont
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I think this is a fantastic idea!
I think it great news and much needed in the
community.
I believe having an arena would be great for
the town of Beaumont. Less travelling for the
kids that are in the baha system now

Yes
Yes

No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Great. About time.
Awesome
I think it is necessary

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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Indoor field with and indoor track would be
great.
Excellent idea! Much needed!
I feel that both are equally important.
I would like to see the Aqua-Fit Centre made
into a Multi-plex with both
Multi-plex
YES!!!!! This is LONG overdue!!! We are a town
of young active families! Our hockey program
is huge! Please do this NOW! Smaller Alberta
towns how bigger and better recreation
facilities than we do. We have a thriving swim
club that needs a proper facility to host swim
meets! We have a huge soccer association! We
need gym space. Please put through into this a
do one huge project. This is something that
will be used for years!

No arena - already have those. How about
something with a walking track, an indoor
field/ gym for other sports, basketball etc.
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We definitely need an indoor field
Unsure
facility.....and a running track would be
awesome!
I think the town needs more recreational
Yes
facilities, and this is a prime location to build.
The dog park needs to be relocated to an area
on the outskirts of town where it won't be a
nuisance to the residents, as it currently is.
Increased recreational facilities, in any
capacity, would be a huge asset to the town
and the residents.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont
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Small for how fast our community is growing

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
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i think we need it
I like this idea but wouldn't want the dog park
or walking paths around there to be
jeopardized.
Not another arena. We need variety before
another arena. An indoor field with a running
track would be nice.
Great idea if it's an indoor field facilities

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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No
Yes
desperatly needed
Yes
Unsure
the town really needs a facility like this
Yes
I think it wouldbbe great. I would love to see a Yes
play place for children. A running lane.
expansion of our gym facilities.
We should have focused on building our own Yes
blackgold set up. Brac should have been torn
down and the arenas built with the new pool

I would like to see it developed, but not as an
arena.
Excellent idea
Great idea
It should be done
Yes!!
arena is needed
Great idea, fully support it!
This is a short term plan that does not meet
the future needs of this community. We need
to look at a long term plan that makes facilities
available for more than one group.
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depends on cost
Outdoor pool or splash pool would be better

Unsure
Unsure

Unsure
Unsure

Leduc County
Beaumont
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we desperately need another indoor ice
surface
It will not be a big enough spot to house more
than one of these items.
It totally depends on what is proposed and
built and the cost to the taxpayers.
I think it's great!
Yes!!!!!

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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Both of these facilities are desperately needed. Yes
Beaumont's youth is the majority of this
town's population and we are lacking in
facilities to accommodate our kids. You need
to look at how many kids participate in hockey,
ringette, skating, lacrosse and in-line skating vs
soccer participants. Although both facilities are
desperately needed, you need to look at which
one would service the most people. Please
check with the organized associations for
numbers of participants to see which need is
greater. Our school gyms are available for gym
sports and the new community centre will
have banquet facilities.

Unsure

Beaumont
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An indoor field facility with a running track
No
would be great. Also maybe an indoor play
park
I do think Beaumont is in real need of another Unsure
arena. It is no longer able to work with just the
two. As for the indoor field I feel that is
something for the future maybe combined
with the arenas.

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont

Very logical location
It is definitely needed!
Yes! Indoor track, field house is needed!
Absolutely necessary

Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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Great
It's about time! I think our town desperately
needs MORE!! I hope the town makes the
right choice and makes this happen!

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

6/3/2015 21:26
6/3/2015 21:26

Great
Yes
Much needed! I'm tired of always going to
Yes
edmonton for my kids sports activities and
trade shows!
Sounds like a great idea and is much needed :) Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

We really need an indoor field and another
Yes
arena
Most likely will not affect my life in Beaumont Yes
at this point, but I fully support it.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont
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I think Beaumont is growing and can definately Yes
use a bigger facility. There are still alot of
people going into Edmonton, Sherwood Park
and Leduc to use their facilities.

Yes

Beaumont
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We really need more ice
I think it is not only a good idea, but also
necessary for the continuation of community
events as beaumont continues to grow.

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
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We definitely need bigger space! I suggest that Yes
a gymnasium would be added to play sports
like basket ball, volley ball etc. as well as an
indoor running track, that would be more than
awesome!

Yes

Beaumont
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Fantastic idea. Not sure how the dog owners
will feel though.
Great idea. Definitely needed.
Excellent idea - much needed facility

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont
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6/3/2015 21:33
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6/3/2015 21:34
6/3/2015 21:34
6/3/2015 21:34
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Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure
I think we need another pool
No
Great idea
Yes
Yes
Excellent idea
Yes
We need another rink
Yes
Yes please! Please more spaces for community Yes
groups to use as well, as it is very difficult to
find space in town...
Good idea
Unsure
Definitely use it
Yes
I think it's a great idea. Beaumont is a famy
Yes
community with young children. The more
sports facilities the better. Keeps kids out of
trouble
I like the idea
Yes
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Great idea!
Yes
Terrific!
Yes
I think it's a great idea to get our community No
active. I'd love to see an indoor play gym for all
ages (babies included) with climbers etc., an
indoor soccer field, courts for bball, vball, etc.
and an indoor walking track!!! Mommies need
a warm place to walk with our babies when it's
winter.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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It's a great plan. This expanded community
desperately requires additional extracurricular
activity!
All depends what they put there
I think it's great
YES YES YES!!! We absolutely need another
arena!!!
great idea
It should be gymnasium and courts. Maybe an
expansion of the pool and fitness facilities.

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont
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Needed! Indoor soccer turf would be great:)
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I think that it is a great idea! Indoor fields are No
needed in Beaumont! We already have arenas
(indoor and outdoor rinks) for skating and
hockey and I do not support building another
arena at this location. I also would like the
pool to be expanded and modernized with
more features - lazy river, larger size, etc.

Yes

Beaumont
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It's needed

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
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I would like to see an arena
We need ot
An arena is more important
It's an awesome idea
Arena
Absolutely!!!!!!
The town desperately needs both for are
youth.
It's about time... We desperately need more
space, especially an arena!
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A growing town like Beaumont needs both!!
With a young active community how can you
not move forward with a facility? It would
help decrease travel time outside the city to
use other facilties that we don't have here!
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Unsure

Beaumont

I feel this is greatly needed in this town. This is Yes
one reason I would consider leaving Beaumont
is the lack of facilities in this town for young
families. My family is very active and love
sports buts asking children school age to have
hockey practice regularity at 6 & 7 am
weekends and weekdays is ridiculous.

Yes

Beaumont

✔️

Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

It's about time
It's desperately needed in town. We are a
community filled with a large young
population. We need an extra ice surface. As a
BAHA parent we drive up to 30 mins to 45
mins just to access ice for practices which is
not cool. As well, working in an indoor running
track into the facility would be a great idea
too!
Great idea
Amazing!!!
It would be well used and a great addition to
our growing town's needs.
Like

Yes

great idea, desperately needed
the location would be convenient as it would
build on facilities already there and create a
fitness hub for the town.
It would be great for the town to have
Yes
additional recreation spaces to accommodate
the growth of the community
Much needed
great idea
This town definitely needs a new arena!!
I support it- we really need another set of ice
surfaces
Priority!!!!!
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes lacrosse and indoor soccer are growing

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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Good idea
Good for others only if taxes stop increasing

No
No

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
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That would be great, perhaps an adults only
pool for lane swimming
Much needed
Great idea

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Leduc County
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Great!!
Good idea
Yes! We need more ice!!!
I think it is past due and is definitely needed
ASAP.
Good. The town needs more facilities.
That it's a great idea.
Past due....very much needed
Definitely a must for the growing population of
Beaumont!!!
Arena
We definitely need something more like the
lrc. I'm tired of having to travel to Leduc or
Sherwood park to use the facilities there when
wanting to do more then swim
An arena is badly needed as well as a leisure
centre
It's past due
So needed!!
Sounds great!
It's long over due.
It would be nice to have a lacrosse field like
leduc. The space is a great idea.
Wonderful!
definately need 2 more sheets of ice
Yes it is needed!
Love the idea!
About time!

Great idea - we need another arena
I think it would be greatly welcomed
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

No
Absolutely needed bad!!
Yes
An arena is absolutley needed
Yes
Fully supported! Another arena is so necessary Yes
in this young growing community where
enrolment is already so high for hockey and
ringuette
fantastic idea for an already overcrowded
Yes
town lacking facilities
Why not both? We need more ice time and an Yes
indoor field in town for all the groups.

No
Yes
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Leduc County
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I Think it should have been done at the same Yes
time as the Aqua Fit centre was being built. Its
a good idea just done at the wrong time.

Unsure

Beaumont
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Absolutely wonderful. Save lots of travelling to Yes
outside communities.
Would be great for Beaumont as our arenas
Yes
are used to capacity, however we wouldn't
utilize new serepta or millet arenas and they
may suffer.
In favour of another arena, perhaps a twin
Yes
rink.
Yes
We desperately need both, should have been Yes
built along with the Aqua-Fit Centre from the
beginning
Yes
I think it's a necessity to have a new arena
Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

It's needed
Yes
Not a hockey arena. Are we not building a new No
community hall?
I think it's about time!
Yes

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont
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Desperately required asap
Could be good
Awesome! I'm sure it will be well used! Great
idea!
really needed to compete with Edm. And
leduc.
We need another arena
I think it would be a great asset to our
community
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Yes

Unsure

Yes
Unsure

Yes
Unsure

Leduc County
Leduc County

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
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Great idea
Yes
Desperately needed for a very long time now. Yes
Especially with the town growing the way it is.
Look at the hockey programs, the ringette
programs, the skating programs, etc, extra. It
is badly needed in our town.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
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Sounds fine. If there was a way to walk in there Unsure
for exercise in the winter it'd be good. The
exercise room at the aquafit can get quite full
at times.
I think it is needed
Yes
It is needed
Yes
No

Unsure

Other, please
specify...

Yes
Yes
No

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
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I think the development of an arena is a
fantastic idea! much needed
Desperately needed
Good if there'll be classes for my kids to do
there
Think it's a wonderful idea! Cannot wait for
more expansions of our beautiful community!
Absolutely needed. Even if the numbers (users
and financing) aren't quite there I think it's
important to start planning and finding
financing/funding now. Renting the space to
users outside of Beaumont should be
considered to help keep potential tax increases
down.
very much like this idea
Build an arena
There is a need for both; and I am parent of
children needing both so I am torn as to which
is more important.
I think it is a great idea. Would open up more
variety of sports for children and adults.
Would be good
Absolutely. Necessary.
Yes
My family would love to have a facility like
that.
Amazing idea!!!
Arena please along with a soccer floor, we
NEED both!!
I dont think the space is big enough there.
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Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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I think it's long over due. My child quite plating Yes
Ringette when she was 9 years old because
she was getting up at 5 am on a school day to
travel to New Serepta for practice. I would
fully support it. This town is growing with
families that would use this type of facilitie.

Yes

Beaumont
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Great idea!
Yes
fantastic. much more effective use of space for Yes
tax payers (rather than wasted on a dog park)

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
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great
Higher taxes. Not at all in agreement.
love the idea. We need another arena

Unsure
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/3/2015 22:39
6/3/2015 22:40
6/3/2015 22:40

6/3/2015 22:46
6/3/2015 22:47
6/3/2015 22:48
6/3/2015 22:49
6/3/2015 22:49
6/3/2015 22:49
6/3/2015 22:50
6/3/2015 22:50
6/3/2015 22:50
6/3/2015 22:51
6/3/2015 22:51
6/3/2015 22:51
6/3/2015 22:51

Yes Please Please Please
Build it now!!! Partially fill it with vendors retail, food, health, etc.
I think it's a great idea.
That would be wonderful.
It would be a very useful here. Great idea!

Great idea
think its a great idea and a perfect location.
indoor I woukd hope could be used for a
indoor track, soccer, basketbsll, ball hockey,
badminton etc
For it as it is needed in my opinion
A great idea.
it's nice but small.
i think its a great idea, great location
Amazing
Yes please way over due
Great idea & definitely needed for a growing
youthful community.
i think we need an arena more than indoor
field facilities.
I love it ! We need all the facilities we can get.
Beaumont needs more facilities.
Yay !!!
We need it!!!!
That is the perfect location and this should
have been considered at the same time that
the pool was built. Please consider a
multipurpose facility much like the LRC in
Leduc!
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6/3/2015 22:55
6/3/2015 22:56
6/3/2015 22:56
6/3/2015 22:58
6/3/2015 22:58
6/3/2015 23:00
6/3/2015 23:00
6/3/2015 23:01
6/3/2015 23:01
6/3/2015 23:02
6/3/2015 23:02
6/3/2015 23:03
6/3/2015 23:06

6/3/2015 23:07
6/3/2015 23:08
6/3/2015 23:11
6/3/2015 23:12
6/3/2015 23:13
6/3/2015 23:15
6/3/2015 23:16
6/3/2015 23:16

Great idea
i think its a great idea we need more ice
surface.
Nice idea, but I think my property taxes are
already outrageous.
Def need another arena in town!
It's needed in Beaumont! Especially with a
walking track
I think in a growing community there is always
a need for such a development.
Great
Great idea!
I think it is a good idea.
We need a it!
Sure. Good idea, if remotely feasible in a soft
economy.
Excited! The town absolutely needs more
indoor rec space. Looking forward to hearing
what is decided.
Yes
Would prefer an Arena.... MAKE IT SO,
NUMBER ONE.
Let's get it done already!
I think it is wonderful! I would vote for BOTH!
Arena and indoor field facilities.
It should have been done originally
Would be a wonderful addition
I think the town needs another arena
Would be good. We need a bigger/renovated
fitness centre and weight room too

Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure

Unsure

Leduc County

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Yes
No

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Leduc County

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/3/2015 23:20

The need for another arena has been evident Yes
for quite some time. The Arena Analysis
completed in October 2012 was misleading in
the fact that it utilized a comparison of
populations in the Capital Region in order to
determine a population "trigger" whereby a
new arena would be needed. Obviously, this
approach is flawed in that it should have been
a comparision of USER GROUPS and their
respective enrolments. Beaumont, as we are
regularly reminded, has a very young, growing
population. This demographic results in the
need for facilities, such as an arena, in a much
more timely fashion than other similarly-sized
communities.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/3/2015 23:21
6/3/2015 23:21

Wonderful idea and much needed!
Yes
I'm definitely for it. Beaumont needs a proper Yes
rec centre similar to the one in Leduc.
Beaumont is in dire need of additional rink
facilities for hockey, ringette, figure skating
and other ice sports. The town council should
take a look at what the Leduc facility offers. I
also want to mention the rec centre in
Ardrossan is far superior to what we have, and
I barely consider Ardrossan a town. Beaumont
needs to do much better.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/3/2015 23:22

ARENA WOULD BE THE ONLY FACILTY THAT IS
NEEDED ASAP
IMPORTANTLY NEEDED IS AN ARENA
We desperately need it
I think it's a good idea. Much better to have
like facilities in one location than spread across
multiple locations.
Yes definetly needed!

Yes

No

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Other, please
specify...
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/3/2015 23:23
6/3/2015 23:24
6/3/2015 23:24

6/3/2015 23:24
6/3/2015 23:28
6/3/2015 23:30
6/3/2015 23:30
6/3/2015 23:32

Great idea for both
A great way to work with a growing
community
Overdue. Need it.

6/3/2015 23:32

we need another arena/ice surface in
Yes
Beaumont, hockey and ringette are getting so
big that two ice surfaces is not enough. and
during the spring, lacrosse and inline are
always in competition to get floor time. we do
not want to have to start cutting teams simply
because there isn't enough ice or floor time

Yes

Beaumont

6/3/2015 23:35
6/3/2015 23:35

Both is needed.
does that mean the dog park would be
removed???? if so i wouldn't be to happy.

Yes
Unsure

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/3/2015 23:36

Addition of this facility is deserpately needed
so that families do not need to leave their
community on a regular basis for ice and floor
time.
Yes
Hell Freaking Yaaaaaas
Both
a great idea
Need an arena
ice ice baby

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Edmonton
Leduc County

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
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6/3/2015 23:39
6/3/2015 23:41
6/3/2015 23:44
6/3/2015 23:47
6/3/2015 23:51
6/4/2015 0:06

6/4/2015 0:07
6/4/2015 0:09
6/4/2015 0:09
6/4/2015 0:14

6/4/2015 0:17
6/4/2015 0:20

I think our town is is desperate need for
another arena.
I think it would be a great addition
No
definitely need to do this. We need indoor
Unsure
activities like a track with the center as a multi
purpose indoor field. Ideally we should also
develop a lower level for bowling. our youth
need something do!!
I think the Town of Beaumont is in such a need
for a new facility.
benificial to ppl and kids of all ages and
abilities to learn a new talent.
Great location
We could use another skating rink. In fact we
could use more ball diamonds for weekend
ball, more ice arenas, more soccer fields, more
green space. We are an young active
community and need to build these areas now
for future use.
An arena and additional facility for indoor field
is needed!
Great idea and about time !

6/4/2015 0:35

Definitely would not support another arena.
No
The only reason there is an ice time shortage is
that players are on ice too much. Sports
medicine specialists do not advocate children
doing a sport more than twice per week. We
have little ones on ice double that! The town
has many more concerns and projects that
need to happen first. Anything that is built
should be something more than one sector of
the community can use.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/4/2015 1:00

Should of been done when they built the pool Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 1:18

Great idea, great use of the space. Beaumont Yes
needs both for its residents and growing
population, everyone needs to be active. It will
keep the residents in their local community
and off that poorly maintained snow swept
road into Edmonton in the winter and other
highways.

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 1:20
6/4/2015 1:41

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 1:44
6/4/2015 2:01
6/4/2015 2:19
6/4/2015 2:23
6/4/2015 3:22
6/4/2015 3:23
6/4/2015 3:45

6/4/2015 3:50
6/4/2015 4:28
6/4/2015 4:39
6/4/2015 4:46
6/4/2015 5:14

I think an indoor field would be best since we
already have the arenas up town
I think it would be greatly beneficial to the
community.
Excellent plan. Our growing community needs
it!
Much needed. Other towns of less population
have more facilities.
Great idea
We needs more rinks
Good idea
It's way over due. The town needs a new
arena, the population has grown so much over
the past few years and there isn't enough
facilities and time available that many people
are travelling elsewhere.
Fantastic idea
We need both.
It's a good idea and good place for it
Very needed
Desperately need arena!!!

6/4/2015 5:16

We desperately need another arena so at this Yes
stage, whether ever you are willing to put one
would be okay as long as we get one

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 5:19
6/4/2015 5:25

Need another arena.
Need it for the growing lacrosse association

Yes
No

No
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

6/4/2015 5:26

They are badly needed as existing programs
are running out of space.
I think it is already over-due. The current gym
is already too small at times as well.
I think it important t offer more facilities that
meets the needs of other user groups such as
lacrosse, basketball, and soccer.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Not a good place for it but Beaumont needs
that type of facility.
Definitely not now !!!! Taxes are already too
high !!!!!
It's not necessary

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

No

No

Beaumont

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Leduc County

Unsure
Unsure
No

Unsure
Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
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6/4/2015 6:24
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6/4/2015 6:46
6/4/2015 6:46

6/4/2015 6:47
6/4/2015 6:47

its a good idea
I think it's a necessity for such a growing
community with a young demographic. We
are at the aquafit 4 days a week and then
travel to meadows, lrc, or trileasure a couple
times a week as well.
We need another school
I think it is a wonderful idea.
Hadn't really thought about it when our kids
were younger ,hockey and soccer were the
activities we used
Sounds excellent
Very much needed
An indoor field facilities site would be nice.
It is a must - we need a NEW RINK and an
indoor field
Much needed addition!!!
Very important
An indoor field would be fantastic. I would
hope that this facility would also include an
indoor running track.
i think an arena is much needed in our growing
community
It is long overdue
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6/4/2015 6:56
6/4/2015 6:58

6/4/2015 7:00
6/4/2015 7:00
6/4/2015 7:02
6/4/2015 7:08
6/4/2015 7:09
6/4/2015 7:13
6/4/2015 7:14
6/4/2015 7:15
6/4/2015 7:19

6/4/2015 7:23
6/4/2015 7:24
6/4/2015 7:25

6/4/2015 7:25

6/4/2015 7:29
6/4/2015 7:32

6/4/2015 7:33

Certainly needed. We need an indoor soccer
and a lacrosse facility.
Awesome and much needed!
Essential!
It would be great to have indoor soccer squash
racketball basketball

No

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

No
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Unsure
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

I support it and would like to see an indoor
Yes
track similar to LRC
I totally agree that Beaumont needs to develop Yes
either an arena or indoor field facility

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Great idea!

Yes

Beaumont

Great idea
good idea but I do find the Aquafit Centre
prices are expensive for what they offer. If
development happens I would hope the cost
would not increase to much otherwise
development maybe waste of taxpayers
money.
A great idea for the town.
running track and indoor soccer
Fantastic
Long overdue idea
Smartest plan in awhile
We need anothee arena badly
Great
Build it, we need it. Small scale LRC Center
should be the idea here. Nothing less.

Yes!!!
Another arena is most certainly needed ... I
don't like that I have to drivetrain to other
towns for his hockey practices because
Beaumont doesn't have enough ice time
available.
Yes most definetly needed! BAHA is on the
Yes
verge of capping their registrations this having
to turn players away. The fact that we have to
travel up to 45mins for a home practice in
another town is ridiculous. Beaumont is a
young family town; please start planning for
them and make things happen!!

Yes

6/4/2015 7:35
6/4/2015 7:36
6/4/2015 7:39

We really need both.
Yes
Arena
Yes
I think it is necessity, as a mother of three boys Yes
who play hockey and have friends with kids in
all Frances of sports, we constantly have to
travel for practice and to get extra ice

No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

6/4/2015 7:39

I think it's a great idea. Will open more doors
here in Beaumont.
It is needed and overdue.
Something somewhere is desperately needed

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/4/2015 7:49

About time but do it right with some
forethought to the future, not to meet
yesterday's needs!!!!

Yes

No

Beaumont

6/4/2015 7:50

Sounds like a wonderful addition to the Aqua
Fit . I would vote for an actual indoor soccer
field and I would love to see a year around
indoor playground available to the public, 7
days a week.

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

No

Beaumont
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6/4/2015 7:51
6/4/2015 7:51

6/4/2015 7:52
6/4/2015 7:52

6/4/2015 7:53

6/4/2015 7:53
6/4/2015 8:09
6/4/2015 8:10

6/4/2015 8:14
6/4/2015 8:15
6/4/2015 8:19

This has HUGE POTENTIAL!!!! As alot of our
own teams have to travel elsewhere, this
would help keep money in our town.
Yes desperately need an arena
Yes we need these facilities, let's keep sports
in Beaumont instead of going out into the city,
etc.
Great need more rinks as we are renting i e out
of town, should be easy to rent out any extra
ice times as edmonton is in need of more rinks
as well.
Love it
Awesome
I think it is an amazing idea. Much needed as
the taxes paid by residents are more than
enough and with how many young families
with 3 or more kids are in this community
there needs to be more for the kids/families.

Well over due!!
Yes
This would be amazing.... Keep our sports and Yes
activities local!
I prefer the dog park being there
No

6/4/2015 8:21

An indoor playground structure targeted at 2-5 Unsure
year olds, Indoor field with a walking track on
the second level -- both would give great pour
notices to stay active in the winter if they had
a open drop in schedule.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/4/2015 8:25
6/4/2015 8:26

Great idea
I would love to see in indoor field at the aqua
fit site. I think beaumont needs a facility like
the LRC in leduc or the Tri Liesure center in
Stoney Plane.
I think it is a highly-needed facility as our
community continues to grow
It is a good idea as far As I am concerned.
I think any new facility would be a great
additional to the town.

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 8:49

Both are much needed to accommodate the
Yes
high number of children in Beaumont. we
need indoor playground space too!!! It is
winter for 6 months of the year in Beaumont!

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 8:49
6/4/2015 8:53

Arena yes
It is an absolutely fabulous idea and long
overdue
An expansion is desperately needed. A town
with such a young population needs better
facilities to offer kids opportunities to spend
their time doing things that are healthy and
constructive.

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
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6/4/2015 8:33
6/4/2015 8:35
6/4/2015 8:36
6/4/2015 8:43

6/4/2015 8:55

6/4/2015 9:00
6/4/2015 9:01
6/4/2015 9:03
6/4/2015 9:08

If it is the right thing it would be fantastic to
extend on that land and offer more services.
As long as it is not yet another ice arena
tailored to only that group of people. We have
many ice rinks throughout town, not a single
indoor field facility. If we needed additional
rink/arenas we should make sure we are
getting full utilization out of all the outdoor
rinks first...

Fantastic idea. Great location
Yes, absolutely!
Beaumont definiently needs it!!

6/4/2015 9:16

6/4/2015 9:16
6/4/2015 9:18
6/4/2015 9:22

We have arenas I think an indoor field house
like kinsman or Seville would be way better
and appeal to those who don't have a facility
of this type.

No

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Extra ice surfaces are desperately needed in
town
I think this is a great idea and with a P3 model, No
could create a very feasible facility, that could
be enjoyed for years and be self sustainable, or
even revenue generating

6/4/2015 9:27

I think a new arena is a great idea. With 2 kids Yes
in competitive sports, the additional space
would benefit us and improve accessibility to
facilities.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/4/2015 9:30
6/4/2015 9:31

Necessary!!
Yes
The Town already has two arena's and multiple No
outdoor arenas. The entire recreation focus
does not have to cater to one specific user
group but should take into account that there
are other types of activities people participate
in. A field house can accommodate multiple
uses whereas an arena is very limited to the
uses it can accommodate. I am not in favour
of an arena.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
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6/4/2015 9:43
6/4/2015 9:46

6/4/2015 9:51
6/4/2015 9:52
6/4/2015 9:54

It would be like heaven
this would be great for the town as we are in
need of many more facilities

I think that with the huge number of young
families in Beaumont, it will be well used for
years to come.
I like it.
Yes
Awesome
Yes
Indoor field facialities are need more tha
No
another arena. Not evrey kid in this town
wants to play hockey or ringette. Need facilties
for indoor soccer, lacrosse, basketball etc.

6/4/2015 10:07

this is a great opportunity to provide the town Yes
with a facility, but there is way more to this
than just one user-group. it would be great and
all, but this whole topic underscores the issue
of vision and direction in the town. Personally,
i think the town does what it can with the
resources available, and without annexation
we're at a stand-still, but ultimately Council &
Planning seems to have lost its long-term
vision. Building resources all over town gives
the perception of ad-hoc planning, overallocation of resources, and confusing longterm goals. KNRRC over here, Aqua-fit over
there, CBYC over there. Overall, I also think we
should look more towards a long-term vision
plan and a consolidated venue/multiplex to
make more efficient use of lands, resources,
and equipment.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/4/2015 10:15

No. Make the dog park a permanent one; I am No
confident volunteers would pitch in to plant
trees, shrubs and such.
we need an arena, long overdue
Yes
More recreation areas could attract more
Yes
families and business to our town. It could also
have a positive effect on our youth crime rate.
Things like a rock climbing wall would be most
convenient instead of having to travel to find
facilities such as this.

No

Beaumont

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 10:24

Great! Awesome idea! We need more space so Yes
we don't have to drive to Edmonton or
Sherwood park for activities!

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 10:27
6/4/2015 10:28
6/4/2015 10:32
6/4/2015 10:36
6/4/2015 10:43
6/4/2015 10:47
6/4/2015 10:51

Yes!!!!

Unsure
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 10:20
6/4/2015 10:20

Yes,definitely
Great idea.
We need it!!
We don't need another arena! Possibly an
indoor field facility....if we really need another
facility!

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

6/4/2015 11:04

I think this is a good idea. Every other small
town/city that we visit for sports is always
busy. It's a good place to have to promote
health and well being.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 11:25

I think it would be a really great!!! Best idea!! Yes
About time!! A facility like Leducs and
Ardrossons with professional skate sparper!

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 11:52
6/4/2015 12:01

please do we need it!
An indoor field would be preferred over an
arena how ever this survey only gives you 2
choices.

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

not important to us
Better late than never
Great idea!
Great idea
Ice arena is so very needed in Beaumont for
hockey, ringette figure skating club. We are
desperate.
An arena would be used to capacity every day.

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes

No

Beaumont

a great idea
I think we're close enough to Leduc and
Edmonton to use theirs
I would like to see a facility with both an arena
and indoor fields.
I would support an arena there or possibly
gymnasium type activities. I would not at all be
interested in an indoor soccer field.

Yes
No

No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

6/4/2015 13:53
6/4/2015 13:53
6/4/2015 14:03

nick testing

Unsure
Yes
No

Unsure
No
No

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 14:08

thats great

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 12:05
6/4/2015 12:17
6/4/2015 12:40
6/4/2015 12:47
6/4/2015 12:58
6/4/2015 13:21
6/4/2015 13:23
6/4/2015 13:27

6/4/2015 13:29
6/4/2015 13:34
6/4/2015 13:34
6/4/2015 13:37
6/4/2015 13:45

Well needed
I would be happy to see additional facilities

Not a good ideas. Too costly for tax payers!
We need more businesses brought into
Beaumont. Our property taxes are already too
high for the level of services we receive

6/4/2015 14:14

I would support an indoor field house with an
accompanying walking track. This could reach
the most diverse segments of Beaumont
residents. Soccer, basketball, badminton,
volleyball and other sports can be
accommodated all while people walk on an
elevated track. Whitecourt, AB has such a
facility's and it is highly utilized.

No

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 14:24
6/4/2015 14:25

I am supportive of an arena at this site.
Little early for the present population of
beaumont. Maybe in the future. Tax dollars?
NO.
I like it!! We need better facilities in
Beaumont.
We need a multiuse facility not one or the
other. So we need more room that beside the
aqua-fit centre
Great idea!
Great idea
Fantastic news
I think it's a great idea
good
Would bring more business and positive
outcome for the town
I would love it
Good idea
I think it would be a great opportunity to
expand the type of events that Beaumont
could do. Depending on the type of
facility/events held there my family would
probably use it.
Needs to be done.
Arena is urgently needed.
Very important to have a new arena. Indoor
field can wait.
Both an arena and indoor field

Yes
No

Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
No
No

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 14:28
6/4/2015 14:41

6/4/2015 14:42
6/4/2015 15:01
6/4/2015 15:07
6/4/2015 15:23
6/4/2015 15:37
6/4/2015 15:41
6/4/2015 15:47
6/4/2015 16:28
6/4/2015 16:47

6/4/2015 17:01
6/4/2015 17:23
6/4/2015 17:26
6/4/2015 17:36
6/4/2015 17:39
6/4/2015 18:03
6/4/2015 18:22
6/4/2015 19:06
6/4/2015 19:27
6/4/2015 19:35
6/4/2015 19:57
6/4/2015 21:23

Beaumont is not big enough
About time should of been built a long time
ago
Awesome!
Arena
Yes
We 100% need at least one more arena and
quite likely should have 2 more.

6/4/2015 21:24
6/4/2015 21:30

We need both
Would love it we really need it in beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 21:30

we would like to see a new arena in that soace Yes

No

Beaumont

6/4/2015 21:41
6/4/2015 22:16

No
Yes

Yes
Unsure

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

I think an arena would be a wonderful idea,
this town has so many young kids that are in
hockey, ringette, inline hockey etc. the arena
would help schedule/allow for so many more
time slots.

6/4/2015 22:29

An arena with ice surfaces are desperately
need in Beaumont. This would definitely be
used by my family.

6/4/2015 22:44
6/4/2015 22:58
6/4/2015 23:16
6/4/2015 23:17

Unsure
Yes
Awesome!!!!
Yes
That is an awesome idea. Lit would be so nice Yes
to have more available here so that we are not
having to go into Leduc or Edmonton for most
things
Yes
Arena absolutely ! Towns of this size have
Yes
twice the facility's + what do the ice users
spend on out of town facilities rentals?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 23:51

We need more indoor soccer fields and gym
sports!

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/4/2015 23:53

I think it's a great idea! Indoor playground
would be great as well.

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

6/5/2015 0:05

I think we need both and think a good location No
for expansion is the KNRRC. Rather than
renovate the school at that location, it would
make more sense to use that area for
recreation facilities and provide more junior
high options elsewhere.

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 0:16
6/5/2015 0:43

Overdue
we have an arena with 2 rinks. What is really
needed is the indoor field along with pool
addition. The aqua fit is under sized for rapid
population growth
Another arena is needed
It's a great idea and much needed

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/4/2015 23:25
6/4/2015 23:25

6/5/2015 4:05
6/5/2015 8:05

6/5/2015 8:24

I think the town needs it, but didn't plan
Yes
properly for an expansion. Parking lot is quite
small.
I think that's a great idea IF the pool was built Yes
properly according growing population. maybe
we should focus on expanding the pool first.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 8:47
6/5/2015 8:58

Good
Yes
ARENA would be fantastic for so many sports!! Yes
Hockey, Ringette, Skating and then soccer or
whatever in the spring with turf.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 9:05

Really like the idea of the indoor field facilities - Yes
the Town needs one.
We need it
Yes
Definitely need this!
Yes
I believe ToB is more in need of an fieldhouse No
with indoor playing fields for volleyball,
badminton, basketball and would also
incorporate an indoor running/walking track.
Would also like to see racquetball, squash, and
wallyball courts. There is more to recreation in
this world than hockey. Better bang for buck
with fieldhouse and more potential user.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

I will miss the dog park, but a field house
would be nice.
An arena
field house yes but we ready have an arena
why another? ?
sounds great
Yes! With an indoor running track!
Something somewhere needed
A full recreation center with indoor mult iuse
courts (basketball, badminton, volleyball,
squash, running track)
Indoor field facilities would be used by more
people. Soccer track lacrosse to name a few

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

No

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 8:40

6/5/2015 9:54
6/5/2015 9:58
6/5/2015 10:00

6/5/2015 10:00
6/5/2015 10:01
6/5/2015 10:06
6/5/2015 10:06
6/5/2015 10:08
6/5/2015 10:09
6/5/2015 10:10

6/5/2015 10:10

6/5/2015 10:18
6/5/2015 10:24
6/5/2015 10:27
6/5/2015 10:31

fantastic idea.
i think it would benefit the community
greatly!!

6/5/2015 10:31

I think it's a great idea that is long overdue.
Unsure
Unfortunately, I think it reflects poor planning
on the town's part not to have this sort of
foresight. I feel like the town wants to be
"grown up" like Leduc, Sherwood Park or
Spruce Grove - with their massive Rec centres
that have all of that build in. Unfortunately,
the down seems to be doing it piece by piece and on their own (passing the cost on to
residents) instead of seeking sponsorship and
potential funding from private business (like
the other urban centres - who seem to have a
lot of investment from local oil companies and
subsidiaries). Our town is quite close to Nisku,
so why wouldn't that sort of opportunity be
sought out?

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 10:36

I think it would make more sense to build an Yes
indoor field facility and update/upgrade the
rinks we have.
Indoor field house!
No
Please develop something that can be used
Unsure
year round, especially to accommodate nonsporting events such as trade shows, banquets,
etc. The new community centre is likely to fill
up very quickly with rentals, and we will need
more options.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 10:47

Either would be a nice addition and ideally
both, but if choosing between the two, I feel
another arena would make the most sense.
When the ice is taken out, these surfaces are
able to be used for lacrosse and soccer. We
already have lots of gymnasiums available in
town (albeit not all town facilitates). My one
suggestion would be with either addition (or
both) would be to to include a full indoor
running track.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 10:50
6/5/2015 10:50
6/5/2015 10:52
6/5/2015 11:00
6/5/2015 11:07

Much needed!!

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 10:40
6/5/2015 10:43

Arena!
Arena

6/5/2015 11:14

I think it's unnecessary, there are better things No
to be spending money on than that. It's hard to
host banquets and trade shows without hotels,
and so if people are going to have to drive into
the city or to Leduc to find a hotel, might as
well use one of their facilities anyways. I think
it might become a white elephant and there
are more pressing matters for Beaumont than
a new arena.

No

Leduc County

6/5/2015 11:25
6/5/2015 11:45
6/5/2015 11:47
6/5/2015 11:50

Indoor Field Facilities

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
No
Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 11:54
6/5/2015 11:55
6/5/2015 11:59

6/5/2015 12:12
6/5/2015 12:17
6/5/2015 12:18
6/5/2015 12:19
6/5/2015 12:25

yes we need more rec facilities, i prefer an
indoor field facilties
A must!!!
Needed!!
Would love to see it, but at the same time I am
concerned as to whether or not it will fit.
What about parking?
Both are needed. Arena is needed more
We need it. The community is growing and we
need a state-of-the-art facility.
Great!
Great idea
I would love to have some kind of indoor
basketball courts for the kids to have a place to
go play basketball instead of taking my son all
the way to the Lrc to go paly ball. I think
Beaumont has a lot of kids that play the sport
of basketball but no where close to play except
the outside basketball court that so needs to
be updated. I think this would be a great
opportunity for the kids to have a gun safe
place to go.

Beaumont

6/5/2015 12:28
6/5/2015 12:30
6/5/2015 12:38

arena!!!
Yes
Finally!!!
Yes
I think there should be an extension of the
Unsure
Aqua fit Center with a larger gym facility, make
the current gym area rooms or for the classes
but make a larger weight area in a new gym
type facility attached. It gets pretty crowded
upstairs with classes and others

Unsure
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 12:45

It's a good idea. Beaumont needs more activity No
facilities

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 12:48
6/5/2015 12:52
6/5/2015 12:55
6/5/2015 12:55

A good idea, the more services provided here
the less we have to travel for fun!
great idea
I think we need a dog park
I hope it is built properly with public input.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Yes

Yes
No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 13:36

We think the town lacks an arena which will
Yes
bring stronger community values and a strong
sense of Canadian pride to the town.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/5/2015 14:01
6/5/2015 14:24
6/5/2015 14:27

I would like to see another arena
I like the idea of an indoor field facility
A new indoor field would be fantastic as we
don't have one here. But either or sounds
good.

Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Unsure

No
Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

6/5/2015 14:35
6/5/2015 15:01
6/5/2015 15:02

6/5/2015 15:05
6/5/2015 15:23
6/5/2015 15:31
6/5/2015 15:33
6/5/2015 15:34
6/5/2015 15:50

6/5/2015 15:54

Desperately Needed!
It would be good to get the rest of the site
developed. If there is enough room for an
indoor field or arena, without cutting back to
make it fit on the site, and to accommodate
for on-site parking.
Much needed
Indoor field facility.
I think a Arena is best as hockey ringette and
skating do not have enough ice.
Fantastic
Indoor facility which includes basket ball,
volley ball, badminton and floor hockey.
Good Idea

6/5/2015 15:58

Worry about sufficient parking for those there Unsure
to use the Aqua-fit centre and not involved
with kids in other sports activities. But it
would be nice to have a central location for
different activities--so I have mixed feelings.
Both my husband and I are members and use
both the pool and gym several times a week.
Neither of us would use a rink--non-skaters for
various reasons--and it would depend on what
the field facility was being used for as to how
much we would use it. My husband does play
Badminton twice a week--in Leduc and
Edmonton--and would LOVE to have a facility
that was designed properly, with good lighting,
etc.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/5/2015 16:29

IMO I think an indoor field facility would be a
great addition to Beaumont.
I think it's a great idea
If it's another rink? It's be the best idea
Beaumont has had in a long time.

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

No
Yes

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

No

Yes

Edmonton

No
No

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/5/2015 18:22

This town is way overdue due for more rinks Yes
and multipurpose gyms, however I'm concered
that the space adjacent to the aquafit centre is
not going to be enough. I would like to see a
facility with at least two rinks plus gymnasium
facilities,

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 18:44

Ice hockey arena would be great!

Unsure

Beaumont

6/5/2015 16:37
6/5/2015 16:47
6/5/2015 16:50
6/5/2015 16:53
6/5/2015 16:56
6/5/2015 17:14
6/5/2015 17:33

6/5/2015 18:02
6/5/2015 18:04
6/5/2015 18:06

Huge need!
i like the dog park there. hopefully it will be
relocated
Absolutely! This facility is extremely needed in
Beaumont.
I feel this is desperately needed in our town
with such a young and active growing
community.
I think indoor field facilities would be utilized
more than an arena.
A good idea
The aqua-fit centre has been a spectacular
success and adding an indoor field will add
greatly to the community assets.

Yes

6/5/2015 19:04

Great idea and much needed. I think more
Yes
questions should have been added to this
survey - without knowing what the proposed
new facility would include, it is very difficult to
answer the questions.

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 19:07

I want to see a bigger better gym like Leduc
has
I think there should be both an arena and a
sportsfield
Indoor field works better than an arena. We
already have an arena.
Very much needed for the youth of the
community
Arena for sure
Once again this Mayor and Council is
shortsighted about sports and community
facilities for our Town. The land by the Aquavit
is a waste of space and not big enough for any
Real facility.
I think an indoor field facility with a walking
track like Leduc.
I like the idea of an indoor field, but am
concerned about the cost and possible
increase in taxes or increase in membership
fees. Membership fees are high enough. I am
also wondering if one field is put in, would that
be enough or would we need multiple fields in
order to run tournaments or leagues? I
wouldn't be in agreement for putting in
multiple fields at this time. As for an arena, I
think it would be nice for all of the ice surfaces
to be together in the same building. It would
cause less confusion for visiting teams.

No

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

No
Unsure

Leduc County
Beaumont

No

Yes

Leduc County

Unsure

Unsure

Beaumont

Think a multi use facility is definitely needed, Yes
should of built it in 2000 when new rink was
built
I think it's a great location and we're in
Yes
desperate need of another arena in town
Fantastic. And very needed. We are a growing Yes
community that is already bursting to find
arena time and space. It is a must.

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Leduc County

Excellent idea.

Yes

Beaumont

6/5/2015 19:56
6/5/2015 20:05
6/5/2015 20:24
6/5/2015 20:28
6/5/2015 20:38

6/5/2015 21:19
6/5/2015 21:57

6/5/2015 21:59

6/5/2015 23:19
6/5/2015 23:41

6/5/2015 23:52

Yes

6/5/2015 23:53

If anything I think we should get an indoor field Yes
to be used for drop in and organized sports in
the winter and have adult only activities and
other organized league sports such as lacrosse
or football especially for winter

Yes

Beaumont

6/6/2015 1:36

This is great news, an indoor field is very
No
necessary, as we do nit have one outside of
schools. We already have 2 arena's so to meet
more variety of people's needs an indoor field
is a better fit

Yes

Beaumont

6/6/2015 1:57
6/6/2015 2:00
6/6/2015 2:21
6/6/2015 6:15

Yes
i think it is a great idea!
Yes
arena arena arena!!!
Yes
An arena would be extremely beneficial to the Yes
town and habitants.
field makes more sense. the arenas at the brac Unsure
are in good shape and its nice to have them in
the same building for families with multiple
children.
Indoor field house is more beneficial
No
Both are required
Yes
This town needs an indoor field facility, it does No
not need an area, it only wants another arena.
Although I realize that both are wanted,
priority should go to something that is not
currently available in town. There are many
soccer and lacrosse players plus others that
will utilize the facility. Look at LRC's field use, it
is always in use.

Yes
Yes
Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

No

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

I believe we need the indoor field, we already No
have the rinks, the kids and adults need the
indoor field as there are a great many soccer
players in beaumont, and it is a long drive to
teh city

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/6/2015 6:58

6/6/2015 7:09
6/6/2015 7:24
6/6/2015 7:26

6/6/2015 7:30

6/6/2015 8:07
6/6/2015 8:50
6/6/2015 9:19
6/6/2015 10:20

Arena would be a great addition to the town.
Absolutely needed in this town!
I think it is a great idea for the town of
Beaumont.

6/6/2015 11:02

6/6/2015 11:08

6/6/2015 13:11
6/6/2015 13:26
6/6/2015 14:55
6/6/2015 15:57
6/6/2015 20:36
6/6/2015 20:45
6/6/2015 20:48
6/6/2015 20:50
6/6/2015 20:52
6/6/2015 22:08
6/7/2015 2:44
6/7/2015 7:39
6/7/2015 7:47

6/7/2015 8:27

6/7/2015 9:06

6/7/2015 10:12

6/7/2015 10:12
6/7/2015 10:15

I think it would be great! There would be more Yes
things for kids to do in the summer and lots
more floor time for the Beaumont Lacrosse
Assosiation.
absolutely is needed; I want a walking path
Yes
facility - indoor, for winter months, most of the
year. I am a senior and dislike treadmills. I'd
love one like Leduc rec. has

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont

I think it's greatly needed
ABOUT TIME!!!
not much

Yes
Yes
No
Unsure
Must be done asap due to exceptional growth Yes
of town.
Good idea.
Yes
Long overdue!!
Yes
Yes
It's an idea that took too long to realize
Unsure
Indoor field
Yes
No
Great very useful
Yes
An indoor field house would provide diversity Unsure
in sports. It allows soccer, football, baseball
etc.a place to exist. With the loss of four
seasons soccer fields to a new school it would
be more needed than an arena.

Unsure
Yes
No
Unsure
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

It is a good idea, however the size of the
facility needs to look at the growth of the town
and not just our current size.
Great idea! Would both an arena and an
indoor field facility be conceivable (arena
downstairs, inddor field upstairs)
Good idea, but what about the dog park.
Though I don't use it, in my professional
opinion I believe Beaumont needs a dog park
for the community.
Arena
Definitely need more ice! But a multi use
indoor facility would be nice also

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Unsure
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
part of
Beaumont
annexation
Beaumont

6/7/2015 10:17
6/7/2015 10:26

long over do

No
Yes

No
Yes

6/7/2015 10:29

I think it would be great!

Yes

Yes

6/7/2015 10:34

It needs to happen but curious about
Yes
possibility of having both developed in this
space
I think and indoor field would be more
No
beneficial than an ice skating rink. We already
have an arena but have heard complaints
about no gymnastics for young girls.

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/7/2015 10:43

We are in desperate need of more available ice Yes
time so an arena is needed. An indoor field
house would also be very useful. Our growing
community needs both.

Yes

Beaumont

6/7/2015 10:52
6/7/2015 10:57

great idea
Yes
no arena. we have 2 and other municipalities Yes
our size obly have 1 or 2. Arenas have a cost
recovery of maybe 50%. an indoor field house
would be better.

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/7/2015 11:01
6/7/2015 11:03
6/7/2015 11:14

Indoor field - great!!!
We need an Arena!
Beaumont needs both! This should have been
done when the pool was built. Our family
would use both facilities.
Anot her arena is needed in beaumont
I'd like to see a facility with as much flexibility
as possible.
Great need another arena
I think it is an excellent idea.
Taxes are already very high in our town.
The town is in dire need of another arena, but I
think a multi use facility on another larger
would be a better idea. Just putting an arena in
is something the town needed 5 years ago, and
shows no forethought about the future needs
of the town. Lack of foresight now will hamper
future possibilities.

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

No
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/7/2015 10:39

6/7/2015 11:14
6/7/2015 11:18
6/7/2015 11:33
6/7/2015 11:42
6/7/2015 11:50
6/7/2015 11:53

6/7/2015 12:39
6/7/2015 12:44

6/7/2015 13:14
6/7/2015 14:02

Arena
Yes
Fantastic Idea. With the amount of children in Yes
beaumont. We need a facility like Leduc
Unsure
Yes

6/7/2015 14:07

I think as the town is developing and there are Yes
son many children under 18, the more facilities
we can provide for the community especially in
winter the better and keeping youth off the
streets and in harms way

Unsure

Beaumont

6/7/2015 14:16

It is about time Beaumont supplied training
No
facilities for other kids sports than hockey.
There are a couple of martial arts classes and
dance in this town. Why not supply a
respectable size training area for them? The
space could also then be used for trade shows,
banquets, etc.

Yes

Beaumont

6/7/2015 15:01
6/7/2015 15:59
6/7/2015 16:44

About time. Hope there is a walking trail
I think it's better off as a dog park
indoor field facilities, there should be other
facilities available for those that do not play
hockey.

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Yes
Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Beaumont

6/7/2015 17:22
6/7/2015 17:26
6/7/2015 18:19
6/7/2015 18:45
6/7/2015 19:00

6/7/2015 19:58

6/7/2015 20:08
6/7/2015 20:16

6/7/2015 20:23

100% Arena

I think it's a good place for either facility
would it leave room for possibility of pool
expansion down the road, that is my one
concern as the pool often seems very full foe
lessons, free swim and the swim team using
lanes.
I don't like the idea. Beaumont already has an No
arena and Edmonton is close enough for
indoor soccer to be played there. The dog park
should be kept there, it is well used and well
kept by the users. Alot of people who use the
dog park don't know what they will do when
the temperary one gets taken down. The other
dog park isnt nearly as nice and is mud from
time the snow melts to the time it falls. please
consider keeping it a dog park.

Fantastic and much needed
Yes
I think it would be a very good idea I have
No
always wanted to rent a field for drop in adult
sports.
The indoor field facilitry would be a better fit No
with the Aqua-fit, and is in line with the
original vision.

6/7/2015 21:24
6/7/2015 21:48
6/7/2015 22:04
6/7/2015 22:05

Yes
Indoor field facility
Unsure
I think it should be an outdoor pool
No
A new arena is much needed our hockey town. Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/7/2015 22:12

I think a multi use complex similar to the LRC
would be the best!
Need arena would actually change parents
lives and how much driving we do to new
sarepta and millet
we really need another arena in our town . we
are a growing community with young families.
we need arenas .
makes sense considerign teh number of young
families, and famlilies with children on the
town.
It's a fantastic idea!
Beaumont is community Center around youth.
We will continue to grow and so we need a
facility that can serve the community. Arena
space is critical.
it seems like a waste of money to build
another small facility when beaumont is in
need of a larger recreation center.
Great
I think it is long over due. BAHA has over the
past few years expanded their practice ice to
include Thorsby, New Sarepta, Calmar and
Millet. The driving for practices is too much

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure

Unsure

Beaumont

No

No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Much needed. Ice allocation is very difficult
with our growing numbers of kids in ice sports.
Times for practices can be brutal with only 2
ice surfaces.
Yes!!
An arena is very much needed
I think an arena would be great
very much needed...indoor soccer fieldhouse

Yes

No

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

rink would be fantastic
Development of an indoor field facility with a
walking track would be excellent! It's hard to
walk here in the winter.
Yes
YES YES YES

Yes
No

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/7/2015 22:20

6/7/2015 22:29

6/8/2015 10:02

6/8/2015 10:28
6/8/2015 13:54

6/8/2015 15:18

6/8/2015 15:44
6/8/2015 16:21

6/8/2015 17:31

6/8/2015 17:39
6/8/2015 17:49
6/8/2015 17:51
6/8/2015 19:16
6/8/2015 20:02
6/8/2015 22:01

6/8/2015 22:16
6/8/2015 22:22

6/8/2015 22:39

6/8/2015 23:00

I think it's definitely needed. How about
something for older kids 12-18 years old
included.
I think either or would be great. But would
love to see the fitness centre expand as well

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

6/8/2015 23:15

this facility is very much needed and overdue. Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/8/2015 23:28
6/8/2015 23:29
6/8/2015 23:30
6/8/2015 23:41
6/8/2015 23:46
6/8/2015 23:46

that would be amazing!
Necessary

Yes
Unsure
Unsure
Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/8/2015 23:48

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Another arena is needed in Beaumont.
Perfect! Arena is necessary 100%!
I would much prefer a new state of the art
multi-use facility, but if it's that or nothing, it
would be better than nothing.
Believe it is much needed with a population
Yes
which has definitely outgrown the existing
facilities, most notably the two existing hockey
rinks which do not currently meet the needs of
the the community

6/8/2015 23:56

I think it is fantastic that this is a possibility.
Yes
Beaumont currently does not have enough ice
to accommodate the amount of children in
Baha and ringette. It's no secret that way to
many families have to commute to different
communities for practices, sometime as far
away as 45 minutes, in my experience far to
many kids miss these practices due to parents
not having enough time between work and
family priorities to get their kids to these far
away practices every time. Having additional
ice would be an amazing addition to the town
of Beaumont, and something huge that we can
all be proud of.

Yes

Leduc County

6/9/2015 0:10
6/9/2015 0:16

A necessity!
I think it is important that we enhance our
sport facility offerings in Beaumont.

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

6/9/2015 0:25

I think it is a positive for the growing
No
community. I understand that there is a very
vocal component within this community that is
hoping for more ice, often at the expense of all
others, however there are other recreational
groups within the community that are far
more under-represented than are the ice
users. Perhaps an expansion of the aquafit
grounds could include many of the users
currently using the lockers on the south side of
the KNRRC, opening up space on that side of
that facility for possible future expansion and
addition of additional ice. I do not think ice
surface should be the number 1 focus of this
procedure.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 0:27
6/9/2015 0:43

Yes
Long term benefit for the town, it is a necessity Yes
to keep the town growing
It's necessary.
Yes
The is a young community that is growing
Yes
rapidly. This is something our town definitely
needs!! As a family we often drive into Leduc,
Tewelliger, etc to use their facilities.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

ABSOLUTELY!!!!
Beaumont needs another Arena ASAP!

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 2:21
6/9/2015 3:30

6/9/2015 4:06
6/9/2015 5:22
6/9/2015 5:44
6/9/2015 5:49
6/9/2015 6:11

6/9/2015 6:13
6/9/2015 6:35
6/9/2015 6:36
6/9/2015 6:41
6/9/2015 6:43
6/9/2015 6:49
6/9/2015 6:50

Excellent idea!
Additional facilities are sorely needed in
Beaumont. These would be a welcomed
addition.
I think the town of Beaumont needs another
hockey arena.
Beaumont absolutely needs another arena.

An additional ice arena is long overdue
Fabulous idea. We need it
we need a facility like the Terwillegar
Community Rec Centre. A place where teams
from near and far have a comfortable place to
sit down or hang out during tournaments and
enjoy themselves.

6/9/2015 6:50
6/9/2015 6:55
6/9/2015 6:55

I think it's desperately needed.
Finally!!!
We have a two sheets of ice already. I suggest
an indoor soccer field similar to Millenium
Place. Its actually used more for other
activities than just indoor soccer. Boot camps,
slopitch flag football schools senior indoor
baseball etc etc
I think an additional arena is something that is
sorely needed for the town of Beaumont. It
would definitely have a positive impact on our
community.
We need both.
Indoor field first and arena after
I believe with the growth of Beaumont it
would be in the towns best interest to look at
a larger area to accommodate something more
practical like the Leduc LRC.

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 7:09

one of the best things Beaumont could do for
the kids/parents in and around Beaumont.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 7:16

The sooner the better!!! We need another
Yes
arena not an indoor facility!
I would love it
Yes
We desperately need a new arena. It's
Yes
embarrassing when other teams play hockey
here and we are all jealous when we play
hockey in other communities. This is a hockey
community the rink will be well utilized.

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

I like it. We need more arena facilities so
families do not have to travel to outlying
communities for ice time
I think another ice surface is needed in
Beaumont.
Long Overdue

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
It's a great idea! There is a serious shortage of Yes
ice for minor hockey
I think another arena is long over due, with ice Yes
sports having to go to New Serepta, Millet and
Leduc and with the town growing every year
its only going to be more needed. The longer
we wait the cost to bulid will only get higher.

Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

Unsure

Beaumont

6/9/2015 6:56

6/9/2015 6:58
6/9/2015 7:01
6/9/2015 7:08

6/9/2015 7:16
6/9/2015 7:24

6/9/2015 7:25

6/9/2015 7:25
6/9/2015 7:28
6/9/2015 7:33
6/9/2015 7:41
6/9/2015 7:43

6/9/2015 7:46

6/9/2015 7:48

Additional ice surfaces are definitely required. Yes
Our son is in BAHA and the local ice availability
is disappointing.
i think its long overdue. I visit many
Yes
communities Beaumont's size and smaller with
much better facilities. how about an arena
AND an indoor field?
I think that this is long overdue and I strongly Yes
support this development. Beaumont is
growing each day and we need these facilities
to keep residents fit and healthy. It also
provides more opportunities for our youth to
join and participate in team activities within
our OWN community, something in my own
opinion is very much needed.

6/9/2015 7:52
6/9/2015 7:55
6/9/2015 7:56

Yes
Yes
Yes

6/9/2015 7:47

6/9/2015 7:57

6/9/2015 7:58

6/9/2015 7:59

6/9/2015 8:00
6/9/2015 8:02
6/9/2015 8:02
6/9/2015 8:03

No

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

No

Yes

Beaumont

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Yes

Beaumont

Much needed
A great opportunity to add recreational
facilities to a growing town.
if there is not room for 2 rinks or 2 field houses Yes
on the site, this will be a waste of tax payers
dollars as it will not meet the current or long
term needs of our growing community. The
town needs to consider strategic planning of
recreation facilities during annexation so that
both of these options will be addressed in a
responsible and efficient manner.
We defently need these facilities here,
Beaumont is growing with more kids, I'm tired
of going into the city for sport!!
We have two arenas in Beaumont. I believe we
need an indoor field for year round soccer and
lacrosse. Both sports are very popular in
Beaumont.
No more arenas!!!!!!!
Both are needed in our community.
I think it's greatly needed in Beaumont and am
100% in support of an arena.
Indoor field would be well used. Not all kids
play hockey

6/9/2015 8:08

This concept should be a leading priority for
No
the community considering Beaumont is one
of the fastest growing communities in Alberta
with a increasing youth population. This town
should be a leader in development and design.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:10

It's a useful space but is there enough room for
expansion later?
I am in agreement with a new arena.
Beaumont could greatly benefit from
additional indoor field/arena facilities.
I think the town is in need of a new facility..
Preferably more ice.. The minor hockey
program will soon start turning away kids
because there is simply not enough ice..For the
amount of taxes this town is charging residents
we should have facilities equal too or greater
than what Leduc has..

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Unsure
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:17

The BEST idea ever!!! Much needed!!!
Something like Adrisson and Leduc. In house
arena skate sharpening (professional)

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:17
6/9/2015 8:19
6/9/2015 8:21

Love it

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:24

Please do it. Much needed with a town full of
kids. Keep them busy doing healthy things.
Keep them out of trouble.

Yes

No

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:27

WE have children that play hockey and indoor Yes
soccer, so I would like to see both facilities, but
if only one can be built, I would say indoor
field. Beaumont already has two ice rinks.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:28
6/9/2015 8:31
6/9/2015 8:32
6/9/2015 8:35

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Needed asap. This has been needed for years, Yes
please get this going as soon as possible.

No
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Other, please
specify...

6/9/2015 8:35

Much needed

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:11
6/9/2015 8:12
6/9/2015 8:13

Since the town is lacking in enough facilities
adding then would be good. However, without
a corporate tax base our tax rate is nearing
that of Saint Albert and we do not get Saint
Albert level of service.

Yes

6/9/2015 8:36

Beaumont has grown so fast and has so many Yes
young families that another facility will be a
necesity. Upgrades are also needed to the Ken
Nicole Facility as well.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:40

Absolutely! ARENA and INDOOR FIELD! The
two can easily fit in that space.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 8:42
6/9/2015 8:42
6/9/2015 8:44

6/9/2015 8:48
6/9/2015 8:48
6/9/2015 8:49
6/9/2015 8:49

6/9/2015 8:51
6/9/2015 8:51
6/9/2015 8:52
6/9/2015 8:53
6/9/2015 8:56
6/9/2015 8:58
6/9/2015 9:00
6/9/2015 9:00
6/9/2015 9:01

6/9/2015 9:03

6/9/2015 9:04

it is well needed for the town , having kids
play hockey at 630 in the morning on a school
day to get ice time is not right.we need
another rink.
good idea
Yes
I think it would be great
Yes
Unsure
Not needed for extra tax cost. If it was built, it No
needs to be based on user fees, not taxes. NO
EXTRA municipal taxes to fund this.

I would support it. I would love to see an
indoor walking track
Yes, an arena is needed.
Sounds good!
Arena

Great idea but if taxes go up to support this
then no. Taxes are already atrotious
It's about time, with the amount of kids in this Yes
town you have to do more to keep them in
town instead of going to other towns to use
their facilities
I believe this should have been done right from Yes
the start when building the Aqua-Fit Centre.
We knew the town was growing at a fast pace
and that it was going to be needed. Now we
are looking at building when cost are even
higher than last time. In my opinion poor
planning was done the first time around and
now as a tax payer it will cost us huge!!

awesome idea!!

Yes

6/9/2015 9:11

For the size of town now we need another
Yes
facility that can accommodate this. For many
things we need to travel to Leduc or Edmonton
and it would be nice to have my children be
able to participate in activities in their home
town.

Yes

Acerage just a
few minutes
East of town.
My children all
attend schools
and activities
as much as
possible in
Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:12

The space should be used to expand the
pool/aquafit
I think this is very much over due and fully
support the creation of such a facility.

No

No

Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:14

6/9/2015 9:17

It is overdue, the population in Beaumont can Yes
use it now and in the future with the growth.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:19

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:36

no doubt this town needs more hockey rinks, a Yes
field house would be amazing
An arena is needed to facilitate current and
Yes
future user numbers.
Unsure
Waste of tax dollars, plow the streets and then No
we can talk
Yes
I don't want my taxes to go up.
Unsure
that is the best news i have heard from town Yes
of beaumont for a long time.
Should have been done at the time it was built Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:39

Needed

Unsure

Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:23
6/9/2015 9:23
6/9/2015 9:24
6/9/2015 9:25
6/9/2015 9:26
6/9/2015 9:33

Yes

6/9/2015 9:44

There may not be enough space to properly
No
expand and develop this area in a looking to
the future basis. I support the development of
an indoor field facility, but would not support
the development of another arena at this
location. Please consider the fact that there is
a fully functional arena in this town already.
The town desperately needs an indoor field
house that can host many different types of
activities. Expansion of the pool to modernize
and bring complimentary features would be
supported (ex - lazy river, play features, larger
pool, climbing wall, etc.). The current pool is
very stark and bare and is a disappointment.
Please consider all facilities with expansion
capabilities in mind.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:51

This was supposed to happen with the original Yes
plan of the rec centre, but was scaled back
years ago. That was huge mistake now we are
tremendously underserviced in this area.

Yes

Leduc County

6/9/2015 9:53
6/9/2015 9:56

Absolutely!!!
Yes
I feel the town needs ALL items listed above in Yes
the facility. Unfortunately, due to poor long
term planning the site is not large enough to
accommodate this. Although this community is
in desperate need of an Areana(s) the best
long term benefit would be to add an indoor
field, ect to the AF Centre and to build a
double rink on a separate piece of land.

No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 9:56

More rinks. There is always a shortage of ice
time

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

No
Yes

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 10:06
6/9/2015 10:11
6/9/2015 10:15
6/9/2015 10:16

More ice rinks and a bigger workout area!
dont like it
I think its a great idea. This town is in dire
need of both.

6/9/2015 10:20

Our community would benefit from another
Yes
indoor arena. What if the facility was build to
better support the Chiefs and more
attendance for thier games? Potential for a
running track with the areana would be great.

No

Beaumont

6/9/2015 10:30
6/9/2015 10:31

Unsure
It is much needed in our town. I have kids ages Yes
12 & 15. We travel to Leduc to use their field
facilities and as far as Thorsby to use ice during
the winter season.

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Leduc County

6/9/2015 10:32
6/9/2015 10:34
6/9/2015 10:36

No
We really need a new arena.
Yes
Great idea. Both would be ideal, but an arena Yes
is needed more if we could get only one.

No
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/9/2015 10:46
6/9/2015 10:52

We already have arena facilities to add on to,
but indoor field facility isn't a bad idea.

Yes
No

6/9/2015 10:52

adding to that area would be great. inlarging Unsure
and addind 24 hr fitness and possibly another
pool to accommodate public swimming in
more than just two lanes while still having lane
swimming that is used.

Unsure

Leduc County

6/9/2015 10:54

Many other municipalities have multi-use
Yes
facilities (Leduc, Millwoods, Terwillegar, St.
Albert, etc) and yet Beaumont builds a
pool/gym as a separate facility. Now looking to
add additional facilities just shows poor
planning from the onset. A new arena is
definitely needed as the exiting two rinks are
inadequate to effectively support, hockey,
ringette, public skating and figure skating.

Yes

Leduc County

6/9/2015 11:02

I think it would be good to add on to the Aqua- Yes
fit. Use that space for something the
community needs and then it can also be
leveraged to improve the Aqua-fit center for
example by incorporating an indoor running
track and more fitness space around the top of
the arena or sports field.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 11:09

I think we need more of a tax base first.

No

Beaumont

No

6/9/2015 11:25
6/9/2015 11:26
6/9/2015 11:30
6/9/2015 11:38
6/9/2015 11:41

Necessary
Excellent idea

Yes
Yes
Yes
Arena!!
Yes
yes we need a new arena! our associations are Yes
being forced to deny expanding simply
because we don't have the floor/ice time.

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 11:44

Beaumont needs another multi-use & arena
facility that is modern, similar to the Centre in
Leduc
Great idea! Indoor field preferred.
Absolutely necessary! Please do it!
I think it would be great then sports could be
played all year round.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 12:39

I think it's absolutely imperative that the town Yes
builds a new arena next to the existing AquaFit Centre. Our town is expanding and growing,
which means more kids entering sports
programs. With the growing demand for ice
time, a new arena will accommodate the
existing athletes, as well as new ones.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 12:41

I agree. Just do it right this time, not like the Yes
Aqua Centre. Have a look at Leduc.
I think a new arena is a great idea and is long Yes
over due! We need at least 2 more ice
surfaces. And an indoor field would be nice as
well
No
No
I think it's a great idea.
Yes
Yes
I think a new arena would benefit the
Yes
community greatly.
I think the area is already high density with the No
apartments and pool, parking lot is way too
small and the noise level is high. I am going to
vote against this idea.
Excellent idea.
Yes

No

Leduc County

Yes

Beaumont

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 11:50
6/9/2015 11:52
6/9/2015 11:54
6/9/2015 12:11
6/9/2015 12:16
6/9/2015 12:20
6/9/2015 12:21
6/9/2015 12:21
6/9/2015 12:26

6/9/2015 13:07

6/9/2015 13:13
6/9/2015 13:20
6/9/2015 13:31
6/9/2015 13:40
6/9/2015 14:37
6/9/2015 15:00

6/9/2015 15:08

Too late
Arena
yes!
Dumb! Tax dollars can be put to better use

6/9/2015 15:12
6/9/2015 15:42
6/9/2015 15:51

gREAT NEWS
A brilliant, long awaited need!
arena! BAHA will have to start turning away
kids if we do not get a new arena soon!! we
needed a new arena 5 years ago!

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 15:57
6/9/2015 17:08
6/9/2015 17:38

great idea.
Needed but how much will it cost taxpayers?

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

Leduc County
Leduc County
Beaumont

6/9/2015 17:39

This is a great idea and very much needed.

Yes

No

Beaumont

6/9/2015 17:46
6/9/2015 17:47

Needs a rink
Yes
I think it is a great idea seeing as the KNRC is
Yes
an older building and does not accomodate for
the growth of that this town has seen.

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/9/2015 18:10

I think that would be a great idea, the young
Yes
adults have stopped going to the Aqua fit cuz
the pool isn't exciting or really anything to look
at. Having an indoor field opens the public to
doing more physical activities in the winter
time, and how wide of a variety Beaumont is
people will be using the facility for many
different sports.

Yes

Edmonton

6/9/2015 18:33
6/9/2015 18:35
6/9/2015 19:03
6/9/2015 19:15

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

No

Leduc County

Yes
Unsure

Leduc County
Leduc County

6/9/2015 19:23
6/9/2015 19:24
6/9/2015 19:25
6/9/2015 19:26
6/9/2015 19:27

6/9/2015 19:31
6/9/2015 19:32
6/9/2015 19:37

Indoor field would be my choice
arena is needed
Needed. Too many children are living
sedentary lifestyles.
Are there other options?

That would be fantastic!!!
Very much needed
I believe that the field house idea is an
excellent one, as Beaumont is currently lacking
in indoor activity space, and the land in
question is not large enough to properly
accomodate a rink and related support
equipment and services.
I think the existing pool should be expanded to No
a 50 meter pool
Yes
I think it is defintly needed, I just wish they had Yes
left more room at that site so a larger facility
could eventually be built.

6/9/2015 19:38
6/9/2015 19:41

yes would be awesome. .about time
Should have been done in the first instance.

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 19:47
6/9/2015 19:49

It is a great idea
Arena absolutely there is not enough ice for
BAHA players
Both are so badly needed
Sounds like a good idea.
need more ice....no more 6 am practices in
New Serena.
Need an arena
I think both are good ideas and both are
possible. Think vertical instead of horizontal.
Bottom or basement have two arenas, change
rooms and cheering section ( back to back
between two arenas. This level can be built
first and become operational throughout
secondary (later to be emergency entrance).
When budget allows, phase two would be top
floor or second level, indoor field facilities. To
build only arenas only encourages ice sports in
a town already full of ice sports, to grow a field
house to grow other sports and activites that
are not so predominate in Beaumont. To build
both is to build the entire community -together!

Yes
Yes

Unsure
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Unsure
Unsure
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Would not use it.
Arena majorly needed!
I think it is beyond over due. I have a son
involved in BAHA and I coach. Beaumont is
desperately lacking ice surfaces.
I think both facilities would be absolutely
wonderful and very long overdue.

No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

The town of Beaumont is a rapidly growing
community with old in adequate arenas and
sports recreation. I would fully support an
additional arena in tandem with the Aqua
center.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 19:55
6/9/2015 19:57
6/9/2015 19:59
6/9/2015 19:59
6/9/2015 20:13

6/9/2015 20:19
6/9/2015 20:34
6/9/2015 20:36

6/9/2015 20:44

6/9/2015 20:54

6/9/2015 20:54

All of the fastest growing communities in
Yes
Canada have recently added indoor
field/recreational/ice arenas in their
communities in recent years. At times the
federal government has even contributed
funding. I would recommend we do a
comparison of Beaumont with other fast
growing communities and benchmark us again
what they have where we should be in terms
of development of these types of facilities.

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 21:06
6/9/2015 21:12

No
The current and future residents in the town of Yes
Beaumont would greatly benefit with the
development of additional arena space.

Yes
No

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/9/2015 21:19

Needed and has been for many years. To
continue growing our community programs
facilities are needed to keep up with growing
registrations.
indoor field facilities
It is much needed
we need both
fantastic
An arena is way overdue, my child has many
6:30 am practices on school days
Poor idea
As the town grows, and the increase is
primarily younger families, the minor sports
teams have potential to grow and there will be
a need for another arena to accommodate this
growth. It would be a very good idea for a new
arena to be built in Beaumont.

Yes

No

Leduc County

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Unsure
No

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

No
Yes

No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 22:25
6/9/2015 22:39

the community needs it.
It could, if built correctly, be a great asset to
our community.

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 22:43

Great idea. Why not have both an arena and
indoor facility?

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/9/2015 22:48
6/9/2015 22:56
6/9/2015 22:59
6/9/2015 23:09

Excellent idea. I support fully
town needs both
This is way overdue!
Need somewhere for children activities

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Unsure
Unsure
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/9/2015 21:34
6/9/2015 21:36
6/9/2015 21:44
6/9/2015 21:55
6/9/2015 22:04
6/9/2015 22:19
6/9/2015 22:20

6/9/2015 23:11

We are very much in need of a new ice
Yes
surface. My kids are in their late teens and are
expected to practice at 9:30 or 10:00 at night.
This is too late!
Great idea
Yes
No
Either would be great, but we would use ice
Yes
more than an indoor field.
every needed
Yes
That would be great! We definitely need an
Yes
arenas wears running out of ice time. Would
use the indoor field if there was one.

No

Beaumont

Unsure
No
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/10/2015 7:24

Both an arena and field hould have been done Yes
when the aqafit center was originally built

Yes

Beaumont

6/10/2015 7:28
6/10/2015 7:43

great idea
Yes
I believe with the rate at which Beaumont is
Yes
growing and a large percentage of the
population being comprised of young families I
think this is long overdue. I think we need to
look ahead and expand the facility to include
both an arena and indoor field facilities.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/10/2015 7:52
6/10/2015 7:58
6/10/2015 8:01
6/10/2015 8:58
6/10/2015 10:05
6/10/2015 10:25

badly needed
Awesome idea
Essential for our growing community!
Desperately Need an Arena
Great/fantastic idea
A new arena is essential for the growth of
hockey and the community of Beaumont. We
already don't have enough ice time for the
young kids the currently live in Town. It is to
my understanding that some practices are held
out of town already.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

6/10/2015 10:33
6/10/2015 10:43

Excellent!
The town needs a new arena now. Any other
facilities that can be attached will be a huge
benefit to the community
Good idea on the arena, but keep it a small
practice facility does not need to be fancy.

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes

No

Beaumont

great to hear we are considering an upgrade

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

6/9/2015 23:40
6/9/2015 23:42
6/10/2015 3:06
6/10/2015 4:46
6/10/2015 6:58

6/10/2015 10:52

6/10/2015 11:03

6/10/2015 11:30

I think another centre is desperately needed, Yes
Beaumont does not currently have enough ice
to service the current population which is
expanding quickly. I also believe having indoor
recreation facilities would benefit the
community. I've noticed most of the
communities surrounding Edmonton have
beautiful facilities in part sponsored by the Oil
& Gas communities, hopefully Beaumont could
take a similar approach.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/10/2015 11:50
6/10/2015 13:06
6/10/2015 15:37

We need this!
Great idea
I think it would be a good fit, would it be a
stand alone building or be incorporated into
the existing pool somehow?if it could all be
conjoined I think it could be viable. What
about parking? Is there enough stalls for that
type of faculty without impacting residential
areas?
We would love the idea, we have three
children that play ringette, hockey and
lacrosse. Not having to drive to New Sarepta
or having more ice time would benefit all the
kids!!!
Great idea very much required
Absolutely,it would be wonderful to have ALL
sports under one roof. Like indoor soccer,little
rink for kids, embrace the idea of fitness and
recreation.
Fantastic
It would allow for parents to stop driving so far
away for practices. The kids in sports may get
more ice time at more reasonable hours

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Leduc County
Beaumont

6/10/2015 16:21

6/10/2015 17:37
6/10/2015 20:26

6/10/2015 21:07
6/10/2015 21:53

6/10/2015 22:50

Much needed arena would be the best option Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

6/10/2015 22:51
6/10/2015 23:01

Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Leduc County

6/11/2015 8:07
6/11/2015 8:10
6/11/2015 8:16
6/11/2015 8:35
6/11/2015 9:25

Great idea! The need for a new arena should
be top priority!!
Definitely needed
I think it is a great idea.
Great idea
More sheets ice is needed badly in this town.

6/11/2015 11:18

6/11/2015 16:23

6/11/2015 20:05
6/11/2015 20:08
6/11/2015 20:45
6/11/2015 21:51
6/12/2015 8:55
6/12/2015 9:10

6/12/2015 9:16
6/12/2015 9:51
6/12/2015 9:59
6/12/2015 11:36
6/12/2015 11:55

6/12/2015 12:00
6/12/2015 12:07
6/12/2015 14:20
6/12/2015 15:41

6/12/2015 16:55
6/12/2015 20:21

6/13/2015 15:36
6/13/2015 16:20
6/13/2015 18:07

Definitely! Indoor field would be ideal.
Unsure
Beaumont has a huge soccer base and it would
be great to play indoor too!
I think it would be great. Beaumont can use
Yes
more facilities like this one and the area is a
perfect spot.
Unsure
It is a much needed facility Beaumont truly
Yes
needs.
I think it's a great idea but the gym needs
Yes
upgrades first
Yes
Great Idea!!
Yes
The greatest idea for development i've seen in Yes
the town of beaumont! Please please please
approve
The town needs this!
Yes
Good stuff.
Yes
Love it. Arena please!
Yes
An indoor field is definitely needed.
Yes
A new multi-purpose facility is definitely
Yes
required. Please look at the faciliites that
other towns the same size as Beaumont
already have constructed (Athabasca,
Bonnyville, Wainwright).
I think that there is an overwhelming/over due Yes
need for a third arena in this community.
Having 6:15 am practices on school days for
We need another arena desperately.
Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure
Yes

Leduc County
Leduc County

Unsure

Beaumont

No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Beaumont

No

Beaumont

Long overdue. Our commuity will benefit from
this development. Healthy lifestyle is more and
more important and it is responsibility of the
This is a great idea for the community. For the
size of the community and younger
demographic facilities and opportunities seem
constrained vs other communities of similar
size.
Great!!!!!
Both would be great additions to the complex
but I think the arena should be addressed first
as our community has needed the arena for
quite some time.
Great idea -- much better than a dog park
Great idea!

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

Yes
Yes

Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/14/2015 8:39

6/14/2015 10:28
6/14/2015 11:57
6/14/2015 12:46
6/14/2015 15:17
6/15/2015 6:50
6/15/2015 8:43
6/15/2015 13:03

Indoor playground and improved pool (play
structures for children) would be better for my
family.
It's a good idea.
Choose a different spot
it is necessary.

No

No

Beaumont

Yes
No
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Unsure
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

No

Beaumont

New arena yes
We need it, it would be great for our
community.
Excellent idea, as a growing town I see a need Yes
for services as expanding sports facilities!!

6/15/2015 14:09
6/15/2015 14:26
6/15/2015 21:47

much needed
Yes
Exactly what I was thinking
Yes
Both are definitely needed. Our youth need
Yes
more opportunities within our own community
instead of travelling elsewhere.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/15/2015 22:30

Sure, as long as my property taxes decrease
Unsure
substantially. Let's say $1000.00 perhaps.
Maybe have a true house hockey league where
the kids could play in Beaumont only not
having to drive everywhere else. This would be
more Eco-friendly reducing GHG'sas well.

Unsure

Beaumont

6/16/2015 9:51
6/16/2015 9:53

I think it is a fantastic idea!
Yes
Great idea, especially an indoor field as there is Unsure
nothing like this in town already. In terms of
fitness facilities, this would be a huge addition
as many sports and activities cannot be played
year round, causing most to travel to
surrounding towns for such sports and
activities.
An ice rink is very needed in Beaumont!
Yes
No
I think it would be really beneficial
Unsure
I think the area should be turned into
Unsure
something like the terwilleger community rec
center. We are a large and fast growing town.
We need the larger unit and what we have
now makes no sense.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

Unsure
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/17/2015 8:38
6/17/2015 9:11

That would be great.
Beaumont is in need of a third hockey rink.

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/17/2015 11:04
6/17/2015 11:53
6/17/2015 12:00
6/17/2015 12:01

Town needs another arena
Indoor field is needed

Unsure
Yes
No
Yes

Unsure
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/16/2015 10:49
6/16/2015 12:55
6/16/2015 19:59
6/16/2015 22:46

6/17/2015 12:52
6/17/2015 13:05
6/17/2015 15:20

Great
An indoor field addition sure, but I think
another small arena is pointless. I'd rather wait
a few more years to build a bigger arena.

No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/17/2015 16:56

Our taxes are already second highest in the
Edmonton region. Don't waste any more
money on fitness centres.

No

No

Beaumont

6/17/2015 18:24

Excellent. We need another arena. So badly.

Yes

Yes

Leduc County

6/17/2015 18:48
6/17/2015 19:30
6/17/2015 21:56

Arena
Arena
The town really needs track and field facility.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Edmonton
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/18/2015 8:10
6/18/2015 11:52

No
Excellent idea and long overdue. We are in
Yes
desperate need of more recreational facilities
for our growing population.

No
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/18/2015 15:06

It would be excellent to have both.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/18/2015 19:00
6/18/2015 19:35
6/19/2015 0:08
6/19/2015 8:39
6/19/2015 8:48

That would be good.
I think it is a great idea.
Excellent idea!
Overdue and necessary
The development of a new arena in this area
would be extremely beneficial to the residents
of Beaumont

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/19/2015 8:50
6/19/2015 9:24

Indoor Field House
No
I believe it would a positive addition to the
Yes
community
we need field facilities we have arenas already No

Yes
Yes

Devon
Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

I think that will be a great idea. The indoor
Unsure
should cater for indoor soccer, basketball and
other sports, we do not need another hockey
arena right now. Council should also ecourage
green and healthy iniciatives, let us stop
creating mega heat island (parking lots) just
because the land use bylaw says so, let the kids
and parents walk.
I think this is a great Idea, not sure why it was Yes
never facilitated in the irst place when the
centre was built.
Yes
Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/19/2015 9:44
6/19/2015 9:48

6/19/2015 10:52

6/19/2015 15:25

6/19/2015 16:22

This would be a prime place to have a another Yes
arena. Residents can utilize the gym when
their children are utilizing the ice. Youth can
utilize the pool while their siblings use the ice.
Visitors to Beaumount via tournaments and
competitions can utilize the Aqua fit also.

Unsure

Leduc County

6/19/2015 18:04
6/19/2015 19:30
6/19/2015 21:14

Yes please!!!!
Yes
Would not use it
No
We already have an arena, it woukd be nice to No
see an additional resource for the town added
like an indoor field

Unsure
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/19/2015 22:40
6/19/2015 23:44

It wouldn't really affect me.
Unsure
I think the potential for development on the
Yes
land adjacent to the Aqua-Fit Centre is perfect.
It's a central location with ample parking. The
growth of Beaumont needs more faculties like
the ones proposed.

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/20/2015 19:05

I would like to see a gymnasium that would
support proper and complete gymnastics
equipment. we have an arena already lets
have sport facilities for more than ice skaters.
basketball, gymnastics, volleyball etc would
help develop a more rounded community for
All beaumont residents.

Unsure

Yes

Beaumont

6/20/2015 19:13

Indoor field facilities is a good idea. Make sure Unsure
it can accommodate soccer
I think it is a great idea. The town could use an Yes
extra rink or field so that our players are not
driving elsewhere for practices. The down side
is that the dog park is used often by many
owners. Although the space is needed for
recreation, the park is also a useful asset to the
town.

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure

Beaumont

6/21/2015 21:29
6/21/2015 22:38

Excellent new facilities
Yes
we loved the activities that can be done at the No
leduc field house, especially the ones for the
kids like sport drop ins for them and indoor
soccer throughout the winter.

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
moving to
beaumont
from leduc

6/21/2015 23:41

I think that it is a great idea. Would be a
wonderful asset to our community

Yes

Leduc County

6/20/2015 20:39

Yes

6/21/2015 23:46
6/22/2015 6:01
6/22/2015 14:04

6/22/2015 14:12

something with an indoor running track would Unsure
be nice
yes to soccer field. no to arena
No
We need more ice surface immediately! We Yes
are giving other communities our money for
their arena ice time. Why not keep it in
Beaumont.

Yes

Beaumont

Yes
No

Beaumont
But our kids go
to school in
Beaumont

The town is getting bigger and could use a
larger or new facility.

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

Unsure
Yes

Unsure
Unsure

Yes

Yes

Beaumont
Strathcona
county
Beaumont

Unsure
Yes

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/22/2015 21:55
6/23/2015 6:31
6/23/2015 8:40
6/23/2015 8:41
6/23/2015 8:47

An arena would be the best thing this town
could do.
I believe this town needs a proper recreation
facility that can house both a new arena (or
two), an indoor field and community rooms.

6/23/2015 8:49

I think the town needs something like that

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/23/2015 9:04
6/23/2015 9:23
6/23/2015 9:39

Could we not build both?
Good. Indoor field would be good.
It should be used to have a indoor soccer field
so beaumont can have indoor soccer /
volleyball/ dodgeball
Should be built
Both
We really need both. If you dont have the
funds for both please wait!! You rushed the
pool and it has nothing fun for the youth! If
you can only do one I say arena first.

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/23/2015 11:31
6/23/2015 12:03

Arena
Best idea Beaumont has had in a long time!
Much needed.

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Beaumont
Leduc County

6/23/2015 12:17

The need for ice time during the hockey
Yes
season is always a huge need and we could
make money from the city of Edmonton by
offering it when ice wasn't being used. It would
be such a wonderful thing!

Unsure

Beaumont

6/23/2015 12:18

I am in full support of addinng an indoor field No
facility. there is more to Beaumont than
hockey. Its time the town started supporting
something else.
An arena...What are you waiting for... Do it, do Yes
it.

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/23/2015 10:10
6/23/2015 10:14
6/23/2015 10:17

6/23/2015 12:19

6/23/2015 13:05

Much needed rink so we don't have to turn
Yes
away kids from playing hockey
Although I would prefer a new arena to be
Yes
with the existing ones, I understand that may
not be feasible and think the Aqua-Fit is a great
choice as well. I would definitely like to see
both built and think the Aqua-Fit is an
excellent location for indoor field facilities.

Unsure

Beaumont

Yes

Beaumont

6/23/2015 13:37
6/23/2015 14:00
6/23/2015 14:18
6/23/2015 15:58

fantastic just what we need!!!!
Great idea.
Desperately in need. Let's get it done
Should be an indoor field house with the
possibility of a gymnastics centre since it's a
high demand sport for Beaumont and is limited
for age

Yes
Yes
Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont

6/23/2015 20:39
6/23/2015 20:59

Arena!
Indoor field would be better

Yes
No

Unsure
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/24/2015 11:46
6/24/2015 14:46
6/24/2015 16:45
6/24/2015 23:28
6/25/2015 15:13
6/25/2015 17:22

New arena is needed desperately in this town. Yes
Great
Yes
No
Arenas
Yes
Yes
something to hold a banquet/tradeshow
Unsure

Unsure
Yes
Yes
Unsure
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/25/2015 17:30

Best idea ever! I could see how this indoor
facility is ore beneficial for indoor sports!
Especially since our winter are long here and
need to utilize Indoor facility!

Yes

Yes

Beaumont

6/25/2015 19:41
6/26/2015 9:02

Good area
Yes
An arena would improve my quality of life and Yes
my kids; more ice times means less driving to
new sarepta or not so many 6am practises

Yes
No

Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Leduc County

6/23/2015 13:22

6/26/2015 14:21
6/26/2015 14:25
6/26/2015 15:42

good . As so many people are moving to
beaumount with young families . We need this

6/26/2015 18:13

Would it be used, cost of adding and runny.

No

No

Edmonton

6/26/2015 22:12
6/27/2015 3:10
6/27/2015 3:13
6/28/2015 0:41
6/28/2015 7:00
6/28/2015 7:40
6/28/2015 8:02

Great idea
Awesome

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Unsure
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

I'm all for it!
Sure. But what about the dog park?

6/28/2015 8:24
6/28/2015 8:34
6/28/2015 8:35
6/28/2015 8:57
6/28/2015 9:20
6/28/2015 9:35

Arena
Much needed!
I think that it is a MUST!!
We desperately need another facility

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Unsure
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

6/28/2015 9:45
6/28/2015 9:55

Yes
Indoor field house can accommodate so many No
more users

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

6/28/2015 10:05

Development is a good idea as the town
definitely requires more recreation facilities.
However, it is important that a proper dog
park is also maintained somewhere as well.

Yes

Unsure

Beaumont

6/28/2015 12:30

An additional area is needed in this town.

Yes

No

Beaumont

Unsure
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont
Beaumont

Yes
Unsure

Yes
Yes

Beaumont
Beaumont

No

Beaumont

6/28/2015 14:19
6/28/2015 15:24
6/28/2015 17:31
6/28/2015 20:37

An expansion of the Aquafit centre is
necessary for our growing community.

6/28/2015 21:28
6/28/2015 21:38

Excellent very needed
Must be done that facility is already too small

6/29/2015 3:12

We so desperately need arena!!! I have 3 boys Yes
in hockey and having to rent new sarepta or
millet is just silly

